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Nutella: Better Together Script

We are thrown into a vicious fight between a man and a woman, both vying
for a coveted jar of Nutella to the exciting music of the Gypsy Kings. We see
mouth-watering clips of Nutella at its best, as well as the character’s fight -
using varying utensils - to get the jar away from the other. The story escalates
along with the music, and concludes with a heartwarming ending, the pair
coming together to share the jar, rather than fight each other for it. As there is
no dialogue, the music narrates the fight between the couple, and adds a
sense of light-hearted adventure and fun to the advert.

We begin with the introduction notes to Bambeleo, by the Gypsy Kings.

We see different camera angles of the product, a jar of Nutella, with a white

background to begin the story. Each new angle, in time with the music, adds

suspense to the impending speed of the well-known song. Once the drums begin,

we see a woman’s hand start to creep towards the jar of Nutella. We then see two

quick shots of different actions involving the Nutella; scooping, and opening the

jar itself, which indicates the final goal of the woman’s hand. These were timed to

the music, to emphasize the rhythm. As the music speeds up, we see the woman’s

hand dragging the Nutella to her side of the screen. Quickly following, we see a

man’s hand grabbing for the jar also, and tussling ensues, this is foreshadowing

the imminent fight about to break out between the two.

Once the lyrics begin, the man’s journey to the jar begins. He creeps towards the

jar while the woman is holding it. He reacts to her keeping the jar to herself. The

next shot, cuts to both actors holding spoons, their chosen weapon. Both actors

wrestle for the coveted jar of Nutella, hitting each other, and dragging the jar to

each side.

We then see a quick shot of what they each want, a large scoop of Nutella, shot

from bird’s eye view to fully emphasise the delicious product.

As the bridge begins, the real fighting ensues, with both actors using hands and

spoons to try to take the Nutella for themselves. Each quick cut of spoons

clashing and hands pulling is timed to the music. We then see another quick shot

of the Nutella by itself, to emphasise the drama the two characters have created

with the jar i.e. ‘where it all started’ changing to ‘how it is going’. As the dramatic

guitar begins, there is a wide shot of the Nutella by itself, untouched, echoing the

previous before and after statement. This is to add suspense for the impending

‘violent’ chorus.
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Once the chorus begins, we see the woman trying to steal the jar with her spoon,

comically slow, in an attempt to appear ‘sneaky’. We then see the man has gotten

himself a larger spoon, and attempts to take the jar back from his companion.

This starts a silent argument between the two spoons, where the woman’s hand is

clearly upset that the man has gotten a larger spoon than her.

Next shot takes us to the third round of fighting, where the woman has gotten her

own large spoon. The two characters square up to each other, with their bigger,

and badder spoons. This is followed by a fast-paced sword-fighting-esque clip.

The fight scene concludes with the man covering the top of the Nutella, making

the woman throw her wooden spoon at the man in frustration.

The final sequence then shows us both actors have returned to their original

spoons, and have decided to share the Nutella, making a chocolatey heart with

their spoons. This is followed by the final shot of both hands lifting up, and

dropping their spoons of Nutella into the jar. The logo and call-to-action,

“Nutella”, “Better Together” then appears in-time with the final notes of the song

and the spoon’s final resting place in the jar.

Titles: Nutella logo

Better Together

Soundtrack: edited Bamboleo, The Gypsy Kings.

MP3 file found: https://bamboleo.mp3quack.live
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The chosen product that I believe in, is Nutella. It has been my favourite

breakfast, lunch, and dinner treat, since I was a child, and I’ve carried the

unhealthy obsession with me as I grew older. I wanted to create a fun, exciting,

and playful product advertisement, echoing the clever adverts of Cadbury’s

Dairymilk - which are a personal favourite. I chose recogniseable, and catchy,

music for the advert, so that the audience would be engaged throughout. My

choice of Bamboleo, by the Gypsy Kings, was purposeful, as it has distinct rhythm

and beat changes, so timing cuts would be effective, and clean. The varying shots

of the product were filmed so as to add interesting perspectives on the product,

without over-shadowing the narrative of the advert. While there options for

cropping, I believed the white background allowed for effective storytelling,

without over-dramatising the product. As the chosen tone for the advert is one

of light-hearted humour I attempted comical  shots to be included during the

'fight' scenes, so as to add variety to the story.  The call to action I chose is

“Better Together”, a sweet, and innocent statement that I believe will

compliment the comical nature of the advert well.

Rationale
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